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“Is IT not being able to keep pace with the Business Growth in your organization?”

“Is ‘fire-fighting’ consuming a lot of IT resources and time?”

“Do you struggle with constantly changing business priorities?”

“Could the absence of an IT Strategy Blueprint be the reason for the above challenges?”

“Would you want to revalidate your IT Strategy Blueprint?"

“Would you want an IT Strategy Blueprint for your organization to transform IT into a true
business enabler?”

If these are some of the questions which are posing as roadblocks for organizational growth,
then Kasper Consulting can help. We can provide the most fitting IT Strategy Blueprint that has
potential to make your IT a driver and strategic partner for organizational growth. Kasper
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Consulting brings along with it tried and tested best practices and proven process
methodologies which can help any organization achieve efficiency in its system. We provide
our clients with a successful framework suited for resource-constrained environments which
enables them to align themselves best with business objectives while leveraging existing
resources to the maximum. We partner with you to help realize benefits from your IT Strategy
blueprint by creating a thorough implementation roadmap and resourcing strategy. Moreover we
can help you manage the execution of the roadmap.

Coverage:

Applications Blueprint: All business critical applications.

Technology Blueprint: IT batch processing operations, Change Control operations, System
and Database Admin Operations, Business Continuity Management Operations, Information
Logistics Operations, Information & IT Security Operations and IT Infrastructure.

Kasper provides expertise in the following areas:

Revalidation of existing IT Strategy Blueprint: We revalidate your existing IT Strategy
Blueprint, eliminate redundancies, highlight gaps that may have crept into the current strategy,
and provide recommendations on likely ways to align it back with the long-term business goals.

Grounds up IT Strategy Blueprint: Kasper will assist you in creating a fresh IT Strategy
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Blueprint from scratch, based on the review and analysis of the business vision and mission,
near term and long term goals, past performance and industry trends.

Implementation Roadmap: Kasper will provide you with an Implementation Roadmap that will
help you understand the priorities of the components listed in the IT Blueprint Strategy and help
you actually execute the actions detailed in your IT Strategy Blueprint. Together with the
Resourcing Strategy and the Governance Plan, the Implementation Roadmap Plan forms an
invaluable tool to prioritize, track and manage implementation execution.

Resourcing Strategy: Kasper will work with you to draw up a resource strategy that covers
high-level financial budgets that would be required in order to implement the IT Strategy
Blueprint. We can also help you identify the extent to which your existing budgets can be
optimally utilized towards the implementation.

Governance Plan: Kasper will help you draw up a custom Governance Plan that will suit the
needs of monitoring rigor as well as take into account the availability of resources (people, time)
to perform tasks related to governance. Kasper firmly believes that true governance will ensure
success of the implementation, and needs to be aligned to the needs of the organization.
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